NEWS

Heat mainly affects women
Far more women than
men are exposed to high
temperatures.
This is shown in a study by WUR
researcher Bardia Mashhoodi (Landscape
Architecture and Spatial Planning). Far
more women than men live in neighbourhoods that have relatively high temperatures. Women living in older and cheaper
housing are particularly affected by this
gender inequality.
Even in a small country such as the Netherlands, there are big differences in temperature. In an average summer, the large
cities in the west can be 5 to 6 degrees
hotter than the northern Netherlands. This
geographical difference affects everyone
in these areas. Mashhoodi discovered a
significant gender inequality as well when
she compared the temperature to the
male-female ratio in individual districts.
Women are in the majority in over half of

the warmer districts, and hardly any warm
districts have significantly more men
than women. In the 65-plus age category, more women than men live in warm

Women are
overrepresented in
cities, which happen
to be hotter
neighbourhoods. Statistically, 1 per cent
more women than men in a given neighbourhood is associated with a 0.1-degree
higher temperature.

Service sector

According to Mashhoodi, the differences
are related to the male-female ratio in
urban and rural areas. Women are overrepresented in cities, while men form a
majority in rural areas. And cities happen

to be much hotter. Women mainly work in
the service sector, which is concentrated
in urban areas, while men work more in
agriculture than women do.
Mashhoodi feels it is important to
acknowledge these gender differences.
‘They are often linked to other forms of
gender inequality.’ Inequality in housing
is not an issue that is easily solved, but
there are solutions for unequal exposure
to heat. ‘For example by planting more
vegetation and facilitating access to
green areas.’ rk
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Researchers at the Berlin university hospital Charité Universitätsmedizin have discovered the
region of the brain linked with
the clitoris. This clump of brains
cells seems to be larger in women
who have frequent sex. Whether
that suggests a causal relation,
the neurologists do not venture
to say – it would require further
research. Volunteers wanted.

LINGUISTIC POVERTY (1)
1500 of the 7000 languages in the
world will have disappeared by
the end of this century, research-

ers at the Australian National University have calculated. Remarkably, one of the causes of this is
education. The more educated
people are, the bigger the chances
that they stop using their mother
tongue. More travel is deadly for
indigenous languages too.

LINGUISTIC POVERTY (2)
As it happens, Australia is bottom of the class when it comes to
maintaining its languages. Before
colonization, the country boasted
250 languages. Now only 40 are
still spoken, and 12 are taught to
children. The UNESCO Decade of

Indigenous Languages starts this
year, and will zoom in on the right
of indigenous peoples to use their
own language.

LEGGY
A millipede has been found in
Western Australia that has 1306
legs. Millipedes don’t of course
have exactly 1000 legs, as their
name suggests. The record to date
was 750 legs. The new species,
Eumillipes persephone, lives a few
tens of metres underground and
is blind. It finds its way step by
step by step by... rk

